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Playing What’s Good for Business;

the evolution of stakeholder engagement

 Featuring Dave “Business”, Denise “Community” & Chuck “Environment”

Old Paradigm

Corporate Social Responsibility

Creating Shared Value 

 What do you notice and what do you hope for?
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Win, Win, Win or Walk Away
by Chuck Rose

So find the win, win, win or walk away 

It’s a brand new game and that’s the way we play.

No exceptions no excuses, 

No one wins if someone loses. 

Everybody wins or find a better way. 

We’ve got to win, win, win or walk away.
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Evolution of Stakeholder Engagement4

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

CSV

What’s Good for Business

Is good for Community.

Trickle down effect.

Creating Shared 

Value.

Giving shared 

purpose while 

protecting the 

environment. 

Collaboration!



World Economic Forum 2016

Impact

Likelihood
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Creating Shared Value vs. 
Corporate Social Responsibility

Collaboration is the Way
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Some Lessons Learned:

Business that pushes its own 
agenda is not good business.

Collaboration is a conscious 
culture of inclusion, respect, 
continuous improvement,
learning, insight, innovation and 
leadership.

CSV puts the environment first 
and is lead by the interests of 
the community.

Collaboration that Creates 
Shared Value, creates profit.
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 To build a bigger and stronger movement 
for change.

 To find the collective wisdom of the 
diversity of perspectives around an issue.

 To nurture our common humanity.
 To embrace and work with the complexity 

of a situation.
 To ensure that you have the necessary skills 

and capacity to implement solutions and 
visions. 

 Because the future must include all of us; 
with respect for the environment, 
community and business.

Why Collaborate?9



Come together and let’s 

Create Shared Value.

To join this conversation, contact David@DavidBSavage.com

http://bit.ly/2f5ZUne with DialogLoop

Chuck Rose               Denise Chartrand               David Savage

crose371@gmail.com denise@collaborativeengagements.com
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We Are One
by Chuck Rose

please join is our closing song

We are all one spirit, we are all one heart

We are all one together, we are even one apart

We are one in our soul and together we are whole

I am you, you are me, we are one.
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